Leo Jamelli – Spotlight on Care press release
Two large scale, hand-drawn animations of unpaid carers projected onto buildings in
Devon and south London to celebrate the millions who work around the clock caring
for family and friends at home. Research shows their role has been made even harder
by the closure of support services during the COVID crisis.
Spotlight on Care is an emotive contemporary art project inspired by a collaboration
between Exeter-based illustrator-animator Leo Jamelli and University of Exeter
academics, Dr Siobhan O’Dwyer and Dr Catriona McKenzie.
The two-storey-high animations, to be projected onto Peckham Library and Exeter
Phoenix after dark, aim to give recognition to the growing army of unpaid carers
whose work saves the government £132 billion a year. The imposing installations will
quite literally shine a light on those who provide ongoing care for family members
and friends with long-term illnesses and disabilities.
Across the UK, the invisible labour of nine million unpaid carers is the equivalent of a
second NHS. Their caring roles became even more challenging during the first
lockdown when most respite and support services came to an abrupt end, and there
is considerable uncertainty about the toll the second lockdown might take. An extra
4.5 million people are also estimated to have become carers during the pandemic.
Dr Siobhan O’Dwyer from the University of Exeter leads Caring through Coronavirus,
rapid-response research on carers’ experiences of the pandemic which is being
shared with government departments, charities and social care providers. It is
conducted in collaboration with researchers from Cardiff University, Loughborough
University, Bournemouth University, and the University of Southern Denmark, and
funded by the Strategic Priorities Fund.
Dr O’Dwyer says, “Unpaid carers are the invisible scaffolding holding up the NHS
and social care in the UK. Despite this, they have been largely ignored in
discussions about, and responses to, the pandemic. Our research has helped
policymakers and social care providers realise the significant impact of the pandemic
on carers, but now we want to engage the wider community and we hope Leo’s art
will be a powerful way of doing that.”
Inspired by this research, artist Leo Jamelli - who helped care for his father for five
years after he suffered a severe stroke - aims to create a ‘window into the world of
carers’. Leo says, “I want my animations to capture the diversity of carers across the
UK. The London animation is inspired by Pauline who grew up in Peckham after her
family came from Jamaica in the 1970s. Three of her siblings experienced mental
illness and she’s cared for them throughout her adult life. Unfortunately, two recently

passed away. Pauline’s story is a powerful reminder that many carers are caring for
more than one family member. The artwork will show Pauline supporting one person,
but the face will change to reflect the different people she’s cared for.”
Pauline says, “I've been caring for my siblings for years and lost one of them to
Covid-19 this year. The heartbreak is indescribable. Carers silently go through the
challenges of caring for loved ones and, at times, you’re at breaking point. I want to
be part of this because I hope the art will capture my family’s story and bring hope
and comfort to carers all over England.”
Archaeologist Dr Catriona McKenzie, an expert in public engagement, says, “This is
the second time we’ve worked with Leo. In 2019 he created The Invisible Carer, in
response to archaeological research on family care. Leo’s personal experiences of
care are evident in his artwork, and this is one of the reasons why carers have been
so moved by these impressive and emotive animations”.
Dr O’Dwyer adds that the outdoor, socially-distanced nature of the installation
perfectly fits COVID restrictions: “We’re not asking people to go into an enclosed
gallery space. It’s in the fresh air, so it’s safe for carers to come out and see. Even if
you just spend a few moments in front of Leo’s work, it’s hard not to be moved by it.
The installations will also be filmed, so anyone who can’t experience them in person
can view them online.”
Spotlight on Care will be screened at Exeter Phoenix on Thursday 21 st and Friday
22nd October 2021 and at Peckham Library on Friday 22nd and Saturday 23rd October
2021 from 6:15 pm until 10:15 pm.
The project has been funded by an Arts Council England grant, with support from the
University of Exeter College of Medicine & Health and the University of Exeter Arts &
Culture. Sarah Campbell from Arts & Culture says, “We are thrilled to see the next
iteration of Invisible Carer gaining such welcome support. The contribution of family
carers to society cannot be overestimated, and it is wonderful to see their
experiences recognised and appreciated so publicly. We are very much looking
forward to seeing the final works in situ.”
Devon-based Stage Engage is kindly providing the equipment for all the projections
at a reduced rate.

